
There is a certain something about an ultra 

luxury car.  There is a certain something 

knowing that only very few cars are built       

completely without compromise from the 

finest materials known to man.  There is a 

certain something about a person that will 

find them behind the wheel of one of these 

masterpieces. 

 

This certain something is called the Bentley 

Continental GTC. 

 

Bentley launched the old Continental in varying formats     

several years ago, but because of the five year period that the 

launch took, by the time the car was actually launched the 

technology was already old and had been surpassed 

by its rivals, which are basically Rolls Royce and 

Maybach.  However so saying, the car was by        

conventional motoring standards streets ahead, but 

in current times it was becoming dated. 

 

So Bentley went out to all  their regular customers 

and asked the question, “what would you like to 

see in the new Continental?”. 

 

The result of that poll  birthed the concept that       

became reality. 

 

The new car is not that radically different looking 

from the old model, yet it is a completely new car 

and every panel from nose to bum is different.  The 

untrained eye will  not spot the differences, but put 

the two cars together and they are notably marked. 

For one the l ines are more defined and sharper, whereas the 

old model was more rounded.  Inside the car however is 

where the biggest changes are to be found.  The technology in 

the new car is current and in many respects ahead of the 

game.  The same applies under the bonnet. 

 

Our test model was fitted with the “Mulliner Driving             

Experience” package, which basically comprises every            

necessary extra that anyone could want.  The standard car is 

amazing and wants for nothing, but our test car was just that 

bit more refined.  It is a Bentley and therefore comes standard 

with pretty much everything possible, the complete l ist of 

which is far too lengthy to mention, and in my view is not 

something that this type of car need to adver tise.  This car 
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sells itself and does not need to be 

qualified by its equipment.  It is after all 

a Bentley! 

 

From a technological perspective the 

new car is loaded to the brim with new 

toys, all  of which are very easily         

accessed through the centre dash 

mounted touch screen system, which 

includes individual car settings,            

telephone, radio, video and satellite 

navigation (with two different display 

modes).  My only gripe is that to load a 

DVD you need to eject the navigation 

DVD disk, which of course negates the 

use of the navigation  system.  This gripe 

is however a very, very small one       

because for safety  reasons you need to 

be stationary to watch a DVD anyway.  If 

however you want to l isten to your     

favourite music CD on a long journey, 

this could become very irritating. 

 

For added safety and now a legal requirement in some             

countries, the car has daytime LED lights, which very subtly 

encircle the outer (of two) headlights. 

 

Now for the bit everyone has been waiting for… the            

engine and performance.  The GTC has an upgraded and       

improved version of the six-litre W12 twin-turbo engine from 

the older Continental GT, but the new motor has more power, 

up from 412kW to 427kW and more torque - 700Nm up from 

650Nm, which is a lot more.  Acceleration from zero to 100 

kilometres per hour is dealt with in about 4.5 seconds and top 

speed is a shade under 315km/h.  The car is supercar fast, yet 

unlike any other supercar sports refinement and luxury, which 

makes it all  the more impressive.  On the open road the GTC is 

truly at home.  It has a superbly comfortable and stable ride, 

even at very high speeds, and even starts to give a proper 

return on fuel usage.  Heavy traffic however it’s the cars arch 

nemesis, and it punishes you for placing it in traffic by         

drinking all  the fuel. 

 

The old engine had a ‘proper’ Bentley badge on it whilst the 

new one has some cast metal thing that, whilst not        

cheapening the overall appearance was noticed to have been 

not quite as nice as the old one… or maybe I am just being 

over critical. 

 

If the GTC was a stripped out racer one could easily              

understand the performance figures, but when you consider 

that this car weights almost a ton more than a Ferrari FF and 

is packed with every possible toy the heart could want you     

begin to understand just how 

amazing it is. 

 

Tradition however, despite all 

the ultra-modern touches has 

not been forgotten and much of 

the car remains old-school  

Bentley, l ike the analogue clock 

made still  by Breitl ing, which for 

those of you who don't know 

are one of the worlds finest 

clock and watch makers. 

 

The interior is beautiful and is 

finished in a way that is almost 

impossible to describe.  The best 

description however would be 

“without compromise”.  If you 

can imagine it, then Bentley will 

create and make it. 

 

The wood finish, quite simply is 

faultless.  Only the finest wood 

extracted from root burls are 
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used in these cars.  Not being a 

botanist I needed to find out what 

a root burl was, and discovered 

that in certain trees buried deep 

underground a rare occurrence 

sometimes takes place and the root 

of the tree swells up to biblical        

proportions.  The wood contained 

therein is of the highest quality and 

the grain patterns are very, very 

rare and unique.  They are          

expensive, hard to find and difficult 

to harvest, but this is the only 

wood good enough to go into a  

Bentley. 

 

Then there is the leather, taken 

from herds of Bentley loyal cows 

from barbwire free zones (to not 

scratch their hides) who happily 

make the ultimate sacrifice and 

all ow thei r  per fec t a nd                 

unblemished hides to adorn one of 

the finest cars ever made.  The entire interior is leather clad, 

including the roof lining of the soft convertible roof. 

 

The carpeting is thick and luxurious and if it weren't i llegal I 

would strongly advise driving this car barefoot, because it 

feels just that nice. 

 

As mentioned the car is a convertible with a soft top.  Now in 

this modern era where many manufacturers are opting for the 

metal folding roof option, please remain mindful of one thing.  

They do that so you are getting a hard top AND a soft top in 

one car… in other words a compromise between the two.  

Bentleys are made WITHOUT compromise, and if you want a 

hard top then that is what the GT is for, and if you want a  

convertible then you can also buy the GTC.  Just off the        

subject for a second, but statistically most Bentley owners 

have more than one. 

 

Unfortunately for the rest of the motoring world Bentley, with 

this car has set a new benchmark for a soft convertible roof.  I 

have tested MANY convertibles, both in soft and hard top  

configurations and none of them can even come close to   

offering the same sound insulation of the GTC.  It in fact cuts 

out ALL outside noise.  The roof comprises of a three layered 

setup, as opposed to the more conventional single layer used 

by 99% of motor manufacturers.  I reckon when they were 

designing it one man sat inside the car, and another stood 

outside and if the man in the car could hear anything then the 

other would shave another sheep and stuff its wool into the 

roof.  As  comical as that may sound, that is sort of how        

Bentley’s are made.  There is no set formula to them, other  

than they have to be the best of the best of the best.  Its that 

simple! 

 

In short all  other convertibles shall  now be judged against this 

one, and unfortunately for them most will  likely, if not always, 

fall  short of the perfection “Bentley” mark. 

 

Our test car’s colour combination was a stunning darkish  

silver colour, which almost was the colour of brushed         

aluminium and the interior a deep red colour with traditional 

walnut wood.  Together a very, very, very good combination. 

 

Driving a Bentley is one of life’s greater rewards, and owning 

one is too.  It is not just a car, but a spoil  of success.  People 

buy these cars to reward themselves.  This car is 

as close to perfection as is humanly possible, and 

Bentley have achieved bringing hundreds of 

years of coach building tradition into the modern 

era in such a brilliant way that they have to be 

commended. 

 

I believe the new Continental GTC to be the best 

convertible GT car currently on the  market, and I 

have a feeling it is going to be there for a very 

long time to come. 


